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Introduction

T

ibet’s foreign relations during the imperial period were driven forward
by dynastic marriages between the Tibetan royal family and the ruling
houses of its neighbors. Princesses became cultural and political ambassadors in their new environs and played key political roles as links between their
husbands’ kingdoms and those of their fathers. These marriages were by definition
contracted between culturally disparate peoples, each with their own assumptions
about dynastic marriage, and this created a climate in which this key element of
political alliance and diplomacy could be interpreted differently by each party.
Here, as is perhaps the case in most premodern kingdoms or empires, we find a
type of fluidity that allows de-facto eventualities to confound de-jure arguments,
a situation that will be familiar to those aware of the problematic nature of Tibet’s
subsequent international relations contracted in the language of patronage (mchod
yon), suzerainty and, more recently, autonomy.
This union of matrimony and politics is a common, probably universal feature of premodern diplomacy, and one can imagine its origins in the earliest and
most fundamental exchanges between one group and another. There are a number
of points at issue when considering dynastic marriage in a given setting. What
are the assumptions concerning the status of bride-givers and bride-receivers?
What is the role of the out-marrying princess, be she an aunt, sister, daughter or
otherwise, in her new environs following a marriage? How are collateral lineages
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— the king’s brothers and cousins — kept from usurping royal power? What is the
role of the king’s maternal relatives? What sort of power do unmarried princesses
exercise? More generally, we can also ask whether or not the rules governing dynastic marriage reflect those operating on a more general level in the marriages
of aristocrats and commoners.
The practice of dynastic marriage in Central Eurasia has a very long history
of accommodation between Chinese and steppe peoples, who borrowed from each
other various ideas about marriage and status. While this history has been well
documented, less has been written about the Tibetan approach to dynastic marriage and how this relates to the diplomatic language found, for example, in the
bilingual 823 Lhasa Treaty Inscription that describes Tibet and China respectively
as “nephew” (dbon) and “uncle” (zhang).1 This chapter will investigate the nature
of the so-called “nephew–uncle relationship” (dbon zhang) during the period of
the Tibetan Empire (ca 600–850 CE), and consider how it served as a model for
Tibet’s international relations during this period.

The Nature

of the dBon

Zhang Relationship

In a Tibetan cultural setting, the “nephew–uncle relationship” (dbon zhang) describes simultaneously the relationship between uterine nephew and maternal
uncle, son-in-law and father-in-law and bride-receiver and bride-giver, all of
which can, and often do overlap in a single pair. While it refers fundamentally
to individuals, who may be of any social stratum, the terms dbon and zhang also
can extend to include these individuals’ families, their clans and, in the case of
dynastic marriage between ruling houses, to their countries. In the case of the
famous dbon zhang relationship between Tibet and China, for example, the terms
dbon and zhang referred initially to Emperor Srong btsan sgam po (ca 605–649)
and Emperor Taizong (626–649) respectively, but the terms extended to include
all subsequent Tibetan and Tang emperors, and were used metonymically to refer
to Tibet and China. It is for this reason that we find the phrase “Uncle China”
(zhang po rgya) used in later Tibetan histories.2
One possible reason for the ability of the term dbon zhang to expand sufficiently to describe the relationship between two countries is its already expansive
use as a kinship term. dBon designates not only son-in-law and bride-receiver, but
can also extend to his descendants.3 Similarly, zhang can be applied not only to
an individual father-in-law or bride-giver, but to his descendants as well. An dbon
zhang relationship created between individuals through marriage thus comes to
pervade their lineages, sometimes for generations. This practice is informed by
traditional patterns of exchange in Tibet, in particular matrilateral cross-cousin
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marriage. A by-product of this pattern of exchange is that zhang means not only
father-in-law and bride-giver, but also maternal uncle (mother’s brother), while
dbon, besides meaning son-in-law and bride-receiver, also means uterine nephew
(sister’s son).
This inquiry is concerned primarily with dynastic marriage. The vocabulary of such marriages is necessarily based on those found in society at large,
but dynastic marriage tends to be governed by unique, or at least extreme sets of
circumstances. The most obvious of these would be inheritance: during the period
of the Tibetan Empire, only one son could inherit the Tibetan throne. By comparison, an aristocrat might inherit his father’s land, might have to share it with his
brother(s) or might indeed strike off on his own and set up his own household.4
Another obvious circumstance peculiar to the royal line is that of hypergamy: if
everyone is “marrying up” in the status hierarchy, then this leaves those at the top
with few marital options. So while we might investigate the nature of the dbon
zhang relationship between Tibet and China, for example, with recourse to the
relationship between nephew and uncle / bride-receiver and bride-giver / son-inlaw and father-in-law as it operates on a more general level in Tibetan societies, we
cannot assume a one-to-one correspondence between the rules and circumstances
governing dynastic marriage and those obtaining in the marriages of aristocrats
and commoners. On the other hand, the one informs the other, or rather, they
interpenetrate and borrow from each other, as we see, for instance, in the many
wedding songs existing up to the present day that refer back to the marriage of
Srong btsan sgam po and the Chinese princess, Wencheng.

The dBon Zhang Relationship and Dynastic Marriage
Tibetan Sources

in

Old

Not all of Tibet’s dynastic marriages were referred to as creating an dbon zhang
relationship. Limiting ourselves to select Old Tibetan sources, the term dbon zhang
is found in the Old Tibetan Annals, where it refers to the relationship between
’A zha and Tibet, and in the Lhasa Treaty Inscription and The Religious Annals
of Khotan, where dbon zhang refers to Tibet and China. It is certain that there
were others such relationships. The king of Dags po, a vassal minor kingdom in
southern Tibet to the west of Kong po, was referred to as dbon in the Old Tibetan
Annals because of the dbon zhang relationship between Dags po and Tibet that
existed in the late 7th century.5 Similarly, the Old Tibetan Annals records other
cases of dynastic marriage where Tibetan princesses depart to foreign countries,
and we might assume that these unions also created dbon zhang relationships.
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Other Old Tibetan sources, such as the Old Tibetan Chronicle, record further
dynastic marriages, some of them even prior to the Yarlung Kingdom’s expansion
to become the Tibetan Empire in the late 6th century.
Rather than providing a narrative blow-by-blow account of Tibet’s dynastic
marriages as recounted in Old Tibetan sources, it will be sufficient here to examine in some detail those two relationships explicitly referred to as dbon zhang in
Old Tibetan sources, that between Tibet and China, and that between ’A zha and
Tibet. Besides attending to the all-important power dynamics at play and the issue
of status, I will also consider a question at the heart of the ambiguity (or elasticity) of dbon zhang as a relationship that can span generations: does it begin with
marriage or with the birth of an heir? Put differently, must the “nephew–uncle”
relationship even involve a nephew and an uncle?

Tibet’s Zhang: “Uncle China?”
The Jiu Tangshu, or Old Tang Annals, briefly describes the marriage of the
Chinese princess and the Tibetan emperor in the following terms:
The 15th year of Chenkuan (641) the Emperor gave Princess Wencheng, of the imperial
house, in marriage. He appointed the President of the Board of Rites, Daozong, Prince

of Jiangxia, to preside over the ceremony, and he was given special credentials, and
escorted the princess to Tufan. Lungtsan led his warriors to await her arrival at Pohai,

and went himself to receive her at Heyuan. He received Daozong most respectfully,
with the rites due from a son-in-law.6

Here the marriage has only just begun, but there is already mention of ritual duties
of the son-in-law vis-à-vis his father-in-law. This tells us more about the Chinese
perception of this relationship than anything else.
Almost two hundred years after this marriage, the bilingual text of the Lhasa
Treaty Inscription of 823 (commemorating the treaty of 821–822) refers to the
dbon zhang relationship between the Tibetans and Chinese as follows:
Twenty-three years of the Tang era having passed from when the first lord of China,
Li, assumed the throne. After one generation, the divine emperor, Khri Srong brtsan,
and the Lord of China The’i tsong BUn bU Sheng Hwang te [Taizong] both agreed to
unite their kingdoms. In the Ceng kwan year Mun sheng Kong co was married to the
bTsan po. Later, the divine emperor Khri lDe gtsug brtsan and the Chinese lord Sam
Lang kha’e ’gwan sheng bUn shIn bU Hwang te [Xuanzong], agreed to unite their
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kingdoms, and building on their relationship (gnyen), Kim shing Kong co was wed to

the bTsan po in the keng lung year. Having become dbon [and] zhang, they rejoiced …
in this way, as neighbors and relatives (gnyen), and acting precisely in the manner of

dbon [and] zhang …”7

The inscription refers first to the marriage mentioned above in the Jiu Tangshu,
then to the second and final marriage between a Tibetan emperor and a Chinese
princess. This second marriage took place in 710, when the young Khri lDe gtsug
brtsan (704-ca 754), who would not be enthroned for another two years, married
the Princess of Jincheng. The text of the inscription describes the dbon zhang
relationship in terms of uniting polities (chab srid) and in terms of relation / affinity (gnyen). The inscription’s statement that Tibet and China act “precisely in
the manner of dbon and zhang” again emphasizes that rights and duties are attached to the relationship and that there is a proper “manner” (tshul) in which the
relationship ought to be conducted.
The first term used to qualify the dbon zhang relationship, chab srid, is
usually translated with “politics,” and demonstrates the primary function of such
dynastic marriages. In fact, the term’s use in Old Tibetan sources, particularly the
Old Tibetan Annals, has a wider range of meaning. Chab srid refers to political
alliance in the treaty pillar quoted above when the rulers of China and Tibet agree
to unite their polities (chab srid gcig du mol). Similarly, in the Old Tibetan Annals
entry for 762–764, the political alliance is destroyed (chab srid zhig) preceding
the Tibetan invasion of the Chinese capital.8 In the context of dynastic marriage,
we find several references in the Old Tibetan Annals to Tibetan princesses who
are sent as brides to foreign lands, where they “go to [conduct] politics” (chab
srid la gshegs). Stein compares this phrase, which he translates with “va comme
épouse,” with a similar phrase in the Old Tibetan Annals in the same context,
“va comme fiancée” (bag mar gshegs). Stein’s translation of chab srid la gshegs
is contextual, but is also based on an analysis of the term chab srid that focuses
on srid and its meaning “to create, to procreate.”9 While this is certainly relevant,
a more formal translation as “politics” highlights the important diplomatic role
these princesses played as agents of statecraft.
The second term that qualifies the Tibet–China dbon zhang relationship in
the above passage is gnyen, meaning “relatives.” This is the same term that is used
in the celebrated fragment at the beginning of the Royal Genealogy (PT 1286),
the “tale of the ancient relatives of the four borders” (gna’ gnyen mtha’ bzhi’i
rabs). The short, fragmentary list mentions ladies of four districts who were taken
into the royal line as queens.10 This might suggest a narrowing of the definition of
gnyen to “affinal relatives.” This meaning is supported by such phrases as “to ask
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for one’s hand in marriage” (gnyen slong); “to divorce” (gnyen slog); “the in-marrying bride (mna’ ma) or groom (mag pa) visiting their natal family for the first
time after getting married” (gnyen log); “to establish marriage relations” (gnyen
lam ’dzugs), “to marry” (gnyen byed) and “marriage by sale” (gynen tshongs).11
On the other hand, the term gnyen, misspelled gnyan, unequivocally refers to
patrilineal relatives in the Old Tibetan legal document PT 1071. In a clause treating a case in which one clansman shoots another with an arrow during the hunt,
a gnyen [gnyan] is qualified as a clansman (phu nu po), and is subject to the law
governing fratricide (dmer brtsi khrims).12 This constitutes rather incontrovertible
evidence that gnyen cannot be refined to indicate solely affines, and indicates
relatives more generally.
The Tibet–China dbon zhang relationship is also mentioned in an Old
Tibetan Dunhuang document, The Religious Annals of Khotan. “At about that
time [during the events in Khotan described earlier in the text] the divine Tsenpo
of Tibet and the lord of China formed [the relationship of] nephew and uncle, at
which the Chinese princess, too, became the divine Tsenpo’s bride.”13 The text is
here referring to the marriage of the second Chinese princess in 710, and essentially echoes the information found in the Lhasa Treaty Inscription.
The above quotations demonstrate that the dbon zhang relationship between
Tibet and China began with the first marriage in 641, was renewed with a second
and final marriage in 710, and was still characterized Tibet–China relations in
the treaty of 821–822. It is also evident from the above quotation from the Jiu
Tangshu that the Chinese equivalent of the dbon zhang relationship began with
marriage. The Chinese kinship terms — sheng and jiu — overlap, however, in
precisely the same manner as Tibetan dbon and zhang, so the later passage from
the bilingual Lhasa Treaty Inscription could also conceivably refer to a blood
relationship.14 Uebach has demonstrated rather conclusively, however, that the
first Chinese princess did not give birth to a Tibetan emperor.15 Likewise, the
Old Tibetan Annals clearly shows that the second Chinese princess was not the
mother of Khri Srong lde btsan (742–ca 800) or any other Tibetan emperor, so
we can conclude with some certainty that the dbon zhang relationship between
Tibet and China was an affinal relationship only and not a blood relationship.16
That a relationship of Tibetan son-in-law to Chinese father-in-law would in fact be
fictive because neither Chinese princess was a daughter of the Chinese emperor
is beside the point; while princesses closely related to the emperor were deemed
more prestigious, they were not required to establish the dbon zhang relationship, or indeed any other such treaty marriage with a foreign power. This again
emphasizes that the bond created is not simply between two royal families, but
between two kingdoms or empires.
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The Tibet–China dbon zhang relationship demonstrates that dbon zhang was
a lasting relationship that could be based on little more than marriage. Here it
describes Tibet and the Tibetan emperor as the son-in-law or bride-receiver in relation to China and the Tang emperor, who stands as father-in-law and bride-giver.
It is also evident that this relationship was classificatory, and that it persisted for
almost two hundred years from the initial marriage in 641, with dynastic marital
relations being renewed only once, in 710. In so far as neither Chinese princess
gave birth to an heir to the Tibetan throne, one cannot accurately refer to the
Tibet–China dbon zhang relationship as “nephew–uncle.”

Tibet’s dBon: “Nephew ’A

zha”

While the Tibet–China example is obviously the most famous of Tibet’s dbon
zhang relationships, it is not the only one, and is not even the best documented in
Old Tibetan sources. This honor belongs to the dbon zhang relationship between
’A zha and Tibet, where, in the inverse of the Chinese example, Tibet stood as
zhang in relation to ’A zha, a once-independent Turkic kingdom incorporated into
the Tibetan Empire as one of its vassal “minor kingdoms” (rgyal phran) after its
conquest in 663. The ’A zha people, referred to as Tuyuhun in Chinese, occupied
the area around Lake Kokonor, and in particular the areas to the west, probably
stretching into the Qaidam Basin.
The Old Tibetan Annals records a marriage in the ox year 689–690 that appears to have inaugurated this dbon zhang relationship between ’A zha and Tibet:
“Princess (bTsan mo) Khri bangs went as a bride to the lord of the ’A zha.”17 In the
Annals of the ’A zha Principality, an official court record of ’A zha modelled on
the annals kept by the Tibetan court, and which covers the years from 706–707 to
714–715, the ruler of the ’A zha, who is referred to by the title Ma ga tho gon Kha
gan, is most certainly the son of this Tibetan princess, who is called “the mother,
Princess Khri bangs” (yum btsan mo khri bangs).18 The Tibetans seem to have
referred to the rulers of ’A zha only by their titles, and the Old Tibetan Annals
uses the term “lord of the ’A zha” (’A zha rje) to refer to successive rulers.
The ruler of the ’A zha does not appear again in the Old Tibetan Annals until
the entry for the hare year 727–728 — nearly forty years after the last such reference — where it states that the bTsan po “met with ’Bon ’A zha rje [as] bride-giver
and bride-receiver” (zhang dbon gdan tshom).19 This relates to a new ruler of the
’A zha who is referred to by the same title. The passage most likely indicates the
renewal of the Tibet – ’A zha matrimonial relationship, and here ’bon is a variant
for dbon. dBon ’A zha rje is mentioned once again in the Old Tibetan Annals’
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entry for 745–746,20 so we see that dbon as a kinship term-cum title persisted
over time and continued to be attached to the ruler of the ’A zha. This point is
further demonstrated by two other references to the lord of the ’A zha as dbon in
Old Tibetan edicts preserved in the 16th-century mKhas pa’i dga’ ston of dPa’ bo
gtsug lag phreng ba. In the edict (bka’ tshigs) of Khri Srong lde btsan accompanying the bSam yas Inscription, dating to ca 779, the monarch pledges to uphold
the Buddhist religion. The edict gives a list of all those who swore an oath to this
effect, beginning with “dBon ’A zha rje.”21 Over thirty years later, in ca 812, the
son of Khri Srong lde btsan, Khri lDe srong btsan (reigned ca 798–815), renewed
his father’s oath to promote the Buddhist religion with his sKar cung Inscription,
again accompanied by an edict preserved in the mKhas pa’i dga’ ston. After listing the names of three queens who swore to the oath, the edict lists three minor
kings, the first of whom is “dBon ’A zha rje Dud kyi bul zhi khud par Ma ga tho
yo gon Kha gan.”22
It cannot be known for certain whether or not another marriage was contracted between an ’A zha ruler and a Tibetan princess following the marriage
with Khri bangs in 689–690. Nonetheless, the appellation dbon applied to the
lord of ’A zha at least from 727–728 to approximately 812, which is to say over
several generations. The apparent longevity of the term’s application to the hereditary rulers of the ’A zha is mirrored also by the use of the term dbon zhang
in Tibet’s relations with China. Khri lDe gtsug btsan’s marriage with the Princess
of Jincheng in 710 was contracted three generations after the marriage of Princess
Wencheng to a Tibetan emperor in 641. Khri gTsug lde btsan (reigned 815–841),
in proclaiming a treaty with China in 821–822 three generations after Khri lDe
gtsug btsan’s marriage with the Princess of Jincheng, defines the relationship between Tibet and China as dbon zhang.
The main difference between the two examples of an dbon zhang relationship
with Tibet is that while the arrangement with China was based solely on marriage,
the relationship with ’A zha was based also on the birth of an ’A zha ruler to a
Tibetan princess. In the Tibet–China dbon zhang relationship, the term refers to
bride-receivers and their descendants and bride-givers and their descendants. This
is also true of the relationship between ’A zha and Tibet, but here dbon zhang
additionally refers to a relationship that is based on descent, where the rulers of
the ’A zha are classificatory nephews in relation to their classificatory maternal
uncles, the Tibetan emperors. The precise relationship between the two rulers
who met in 727–728, assuming that Princess Khri bangs was a sister of Khri
’Dus srong (676–704), is in fact between cross-cousins: the lord of the ’A zha is
Khri lDe gtsug btsan’s father’s sister’s son, and from the latter’s perspective Khri
lDe gtsug btsan is his mother’s brother’s son. Along with the continued use of the
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term dbon to refer to the hereditary rulers of the ’A zha until at least ca 812, this
demonstrates that dbon zhang applies to the descendants of those who undertook
the initial pact as bride-receiver and bride-giver, and in as much as this is not a
generational relationship, it cannot be accurately termed “nephew–uncle.”

Status

and

Hierarchy

in

Tibet’s Dynastic Marriages

We have seen above that “nephew–uncle” can be a misleading translation for
dbon zhang. We might more accurately revise this to “the relationship between
bride-receivers and their descendants and bride-givers and their descendants.”
Something, however, would be lost in translation. This is because the point that
is most inexact in the phrase dbon zhang, namely its generational aspect, is the
very point that reveals the explicit hierarchy in this relationship. The zhang are
the classificatory elders of their dbon, and the zhang stand in a position of superiority vis-à-vis their dbon.
We see this principle at work in Tibet’s dynastic marriages not as a categorical marker of status in every marriage, but only in those where an heir is produced.
The essential point at issue in these dynastic marriages is the birth of the heir to
the throne: an heir born to a foreign princess can jeopardize a kingdom because
the heir may fall under the power of his mother and her brother, a foreign king
(in other words, the heir’s zhang). This accounts for the king of Zhang zhung’s
sexual avoidance of his Tibetan bride Sad mar kar in the early 7th century,23 for
the minor kingdom of Dags po’s loss of its semi-autonomous status in the early
8th century24 and for the incorporation of ’A zha as a vassal kingdom within the
Tibetan Empire. The power of the heir-bearing queen in subordinating her son to
her father or brother and his kingdom informs the power dynamics of Tibet’s dynastic marriages. In marrying off his sisters and daughters, the Tibetan emperor’s
imperative was that they be chief queens (that is to say, heir-bearing queens) in
their new countries. Reciprocally, no foreign princess accepted as a bride of the
Tibetan emperor enjoyed heir-bearing privileges.25 This practice is not quite as
inflexible as that of the Chinese, who in their “peaceful marriage arrangements,”
known as heqin, famously always gave brides and never received, but at the same
time it ensures that Tibet’s princesses “went to [conduct] politics” (chab srid la
gshegs) in foreign lands as chief, heir-bearing queens while in-marrying foreign
princesses were never allowed to gain the upper hand for their countries by giving
birth to heirs to the Tibetan throne.
Matthew Kapstein writes insightfully that “the uncle–nephew relationship may have had very different cultural connotations in Tibet and China,
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and that this, unfortunately, has contributed to the long history of Sino-Tibetan
misunderstanding.”26 It is interesting to observe how in the negotiation of the symbolism and ritual to solemnize peace treaties, each side attempted to subordinate
the other, often according to cultural codes poorly understood by the other side.
So it is in the treaty of 783 performed in Gansu, for example, that the original
(presumably Chinese) arrangement, whereby the Tibetans would sacrifice a horse
and the Chinese would sacrifice an ox, was swiftly abandoned when one of the
Chinese officials realized that this could be seen as placing Tibet above China
both in Chinese terms (the Yijing associates the horse with the sun and the ox with
the moon) and in Tibetan terms (the Tibetans raid Chinese towns on horseback
and the ox is a beast of burden).27
What is most striking is the relative absence of a marital or diplomatic
lingua franca in Sino-Tibetan relations at this time, and the way in which treaties were celebrated in a double ceremony. In solemnizing a treaty, there were
extensive negotiations on the form and protocol of the ceremony itself, which
often had both a Chinese and a Tibetan component.28 In an additional double
movement, the agreed-upon ceremony took place once on Chinese soil and once
on Tibetan soil, a protocol that has been seen as an indicator of the equality of
the two parties.29
This sense of diplomatic fluidity or give-and-take is evident in the case of
the Tibet–China dbon zhang relationship. The principal Chinese imperatives
— that they give brides but never receive, and that brides very seldom be actual
daughters of the emperor — were met, while the chief concern from the Tibetan
side, namely, that no foreign bride received be allowed to bear an heir, was also
achieved. In this context, one cannot say that Tibet, as dbon, stood in a structurally inferior relationship to its zhang, China, for the simple reason that no Chinese
princess gave birth to a Tibetan emperor. In other words, China was never “uncle.”
As a consequence of this fluidity and the tolerance of divergent interpretations of
their status vis-à-vis one another, one might argue that the dbon zhang relationship, beginning in 641 and cited by both Chinese and Tibetans in their treaties
and their official correspondence, is far less important as a signifier of status than
the blunt instruments of incursions and military victories.30 In this sense, the dbon
zhang relationship can be seen as one of the few constant elements in the relationship between two empires whose balance of power changed several times.
In the other dbon zhang relationship examined here, by contrast, Tibet was
indeed “uncle” to ’A zha, whose rulers were of Tibetan blood after the Tibetan
princess, Khri bangs, bore an heir to the ’A zha throne. Both structurally (as
classificatory nephew) and practically (as a vassal minor kingdom or rgyal phran
within the Tibetan Empire), ’A zha was subordinate to Tibet.
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The Legacy

of the dBon zhang

Relationship

In the political arena, the dbon zhang relationship was predicated on marriage
between the royal family of Tibet and the royal houses of neighboring countries.
Its legacy as a model for Tibet’s international relations waned therefore with the
collapse of the Tibetan royal line from the mid-9th century. With the absence
of a centralized monarchy, and with the renaissance of Tibetan culture through
tantric Buddhism and the development of incarnation lineages, new models for
Tibet’s international relations, such as the so-called “priest–patron” (mchod yon)
relationship, came to the fore.31
While dbon zhang ceased to have great relevance in international relations, it
remained and remains a fundamental concept in Tibetan culture that informs basic
patterns of exchange.32 The sort of alliance created by the dbon zhang relationship
also operated sometimes on a local level between Tibetan principalities. This is
evident in the case of Tshal Gung thang and Grib, two neighboring districts in
the Lhasa Valley. Here the dbon zhang relationship is a symbolic union between
the male protector deity of Grib, rDzong btsan, and the female goddess Gung
thang lHa mo of Tshal Gung thang. This creates a fictive kin relationship between
the two areas that is re-enacted annually during the Gung thang flower-offering
festival (me tog mchod pa), when a statue of Grib rDzong btsan is carried in procession to visit his bride in Tshal Gung thang.33 Here we also see an interesting
coexistence of dbon zhang and mchod yon, with the latter relationship between
the two areas said to go back to Bla ma Zhang (1123–1193) of Tshal gung thang
and his donor (yon bdag), an official of the mGar clan in Grib.34
A similar dbon zhang relationship between neighboring principalities is immortalized in the epic of Gesar, where one of the principal characters, ’Dan ma
spyang khra (sometimes spelled mDan ma or lDan ma), is known as tsha zhang
’Dan ma. This epithet refers to the dbon zhang (or tsha zhang in its non-honorific
form) relationship between the region of ’Dan ma, from which ’Dan ma spyang
khra takes his name, and Gesar’s kingdom of Gling. In this case ’Dan ma were
bride-givers (zhang) and Gling were bride-receivers (dbon), but ’Dan ma had a
tributary status towards Gling. While this is largely based on oral tradition, it
seems to have persisted up until modern times.35

Conclusions
The dbon zhang relationship, as a model for Tibet’s international relations during the imperial period, was based on uniting polities (chab srid) and on kinship
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(gnyen). It began with a dynastic marriage between the Tibetan royal line and a
foreign royal house, and could continue for several generations. The term zhang
refers to the bride-giver and his descendants, and dbon to the bride-receiver and
his descendants. The same is true regardless of whether or not the bride, usually a
“treaty princess,” gave birth to an heir to the throne. In such cases where an heir is
produced, the explicit hierarchy of the dbon zhang relationship becomes evident:
the bride-receiver and his descendants are now also classificatory nephews, and
are by this point usually the vassal of the bride-givers / classificatory maternal
uncles. It is for this reason that the power dynamics of Tibet’s dynastic marriages
are most apparent by examining the status of the princesses. During the period
of the Tibetan Empire, Tibet accepted foreign princesses from the Chinese, the
Turks and possibly many others. None, however, was permitted to give birth to
a Tibetan emperor. As a result we cannot say that the Tibet–China dbon zhang
relationship subordinated Tibet to China. Reciprocally, those kingdoms who accepted Tibetan princesses as chief, heir-bearing queens were in most cases vassal
kingdoms on their way to becoming consolidated within the Tibetan Empire. This
is true of Zhang zhung in the early-to-mid-7th century, and both ’A zha and Dags
po in the late 7th century.
With the collapse of a centralized monarchy ruling over all of Tibet and with
the rise of new models of political alliance less dependent on the ties of kinship,
and usually predicated on religious lineages, dbon zhang ceased to be as relevant
on a dynastic or “international” level. It continued to serve as a model for alliance within the Tibetan cultural area, where neighboring principalities were often
linked through marriage, either between their ruling houses or their local deities.
Alongside this, the basic and fundamental context of the dbon zhang relationship
as uniting two groups through marriage, and describing their rights and duties,
remains relevant up to the present day.
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